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Abstract. A novel stochastic gradient descent  frequency-
domain (FD) space-frequency (SF) semiblind multiuser 
receiver with an adaptive optimal mixing parameter is 
proposed to improve performance of FD semiblind multi-
user receivers with a fixed mixing parameters and reduces 
computational complexity of suboptimal FD semiblind 
multiuser receivers in SFBC downlink MIMO MC-CDMA 
systems where various numbers of users exist. The receiver 
exploits an adaptive mixing parameter to mix information 
ratio between the training-based mode and the blind-based 
mode. Analytical results prove that the optimal mixing 
parameter value relies on power and number of active 
loaded users existing in the system. Computer simulation 
results show that when the mixing parameter is adapted 
closely to the optimal mixing parameter value, the per-
formance of the receiver outperforms existing FD SF 
adaptive step-size (AS) LMS semiblind based with a fixed 
mixing parameter and conventional FD SF AS-LMS train-
ing-based multiuser receivers in the MSE, SER and signal 
to interference plus noise ratio in both static and dynamic 
environments. 
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1. Introduction 
Very high data transmission rate is expected with 

strong demand by the next generation broadband multime-
dia wireless communication standards. In high data rate 
transmission scenarios, direct sequence code division mul-
tiple access (DS-CDMA) techniques are considered as the 
preferred multiple access strategy in previous mobile com-
munication systems [1-2]. Due to multiple propagation 
paths, there always exist both multiple access interference 
(MAI) and intersymbol interference (ISI). Both MAI and 
ISI limit the capacity of DS-CDMA systems.  

Recently, multicarrier transmission schemes such as 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and 

multi-carrier code division multiple access (MC-CDMA) 
are promising techniques for overcoming the relative ca-
pacity limitation of DS-CDMA [3]. Each multicarrier 
transmission scheme has both advantages and disadvan-
tages in comparison with the others [4].  

MC-CDMA system represents itself as a multiplexing 
technique which combines DS-CDMA with an efficient 
fast Fourier transform (FFT) technique passing OFDM. It 
exploits the frequency-domain (FD) spreading code instead 
of the time-domain (TD) spreading code, and spreads the 
multiuser data signal in narrow band. Hence, it possesses 
advantages such as having nearly optimal multipath diver-
sity, robustness to ISI, better utilizes the spectrum and 
meets the demand of mobile multimedia services. As ap-
peared in [3], [5], MC-CDMA is instrumental in improving 
the performance of mobile systems in fast time varying 
fading environments. 

To combat ISI, a cyclic prefix (CP) of adequate 
length is inserted in the transmit sequence of MC-CDMA 
block signal. If the channel is time-invariant within 
a block, ISI and intercarrier interference (ICI) existence 
due to the multipath channel are effectively canceled. This 
simplifies the receiver hardware implementations, since the 
equalizer is just a one-tap FD filter. Nevertheless, the next 
generation of wireless systems will operate at high transmit 
frequency, high data rate, and high level of mobility, 
resulting in a multipath channel whose lengths are possibly 
longer than the CP. As a consequence, channel variations 
over block destroying the orthogonality among subcarriers 
cannot be avoided. This leads to ISI, ICI, multiuser inter-
ference (MUI) and receiver’s performance degradation [6], 
[7].  

Application of the space-time block code (STBC) [8] 
to the downlink of wireless communication systems pro-
vides maximum diversity gains and combats fading chan-
nel in the wireless link. Through the use of multiple anten-
nas, transmit diversity gain and coding gain can be 
exploited without additional power and bandwidth. Many 
research efforts integrate the STBC into various multiple 
access schemes to combat the impairments of the wireless 
multiuser channels [9-11]. A space-frequency block coding 
(SFBC) based on STBC Alamouti’s scheme was proposed 
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in [12]. This technique offers space and frequency diversity 
over multi-antenna and frequency-selective fading chan-
nels. As appeared in [12], [13], the SFBC using code divi-
sion multiplexing (CDM) in OFDM system has better 
performance and is more robust than STBC OFDM system.  

Blind multiuser detection and channel estimation 
receivers based on subspace decomposition are proposed in 
[14-16]. Blind receivers appear more attractive than the 
non-blind counterpart, i.e. the training-based ones since the 
bandwidth and power are not consumed by the training 
signals. However, the blind algorithms require a long du-
ration of observation and often result in a phase ambiguity 
in the estimate. Moreover, the channel is required to be 
time invariant during a long period. For STBC based on 
Alamouti’s scheme [8] in frequency-selective fading chan-
nel, it is impossible to achieve blind receiver due to im-
plicit ambiguity [9]. Therefore, in practice of the blind 
algorithms for very high data rate future mobile wireless 
communication systems are limited unless these drawbacks 
are alleviated.  

The pilot (training) signal and multiuser signal are to-
gether transmitted in parallel, which is called the common 
pilot channel (CPICH) as a standard for 3rd Generation 
Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) mobile communication 
systems [17]. This technique is very beneficial for the mul-
tiuser receiver to track fast time-varying multipath channel 
information in order to detect the desired user data and 
suppress interferences.  

Recently, the semiblind receiver has been gaining 
interest for high data rate mobile wireless communication 
systems. The criterion of a semiblind receiver combines 
information of both known (pilot) and unknown (estimat-
ing) data signals for tracking channel and suppressing ISI. 
It has been proven in [18], [19], that this technique pro-
vides superior performance over blind or pilot-based ones. 
An optimal linear semiblind receiver in the form of mini-
mum mean square error (MMSE) [20] and the semiblind 
channel estimation using the exact maximum-likelihood 
estimate receiver [21] were proposed for downlink sys-
tems. These techniques achieve a reasonable trade-off 
between performance and typically prohibitive large com-
plexity. A suboptimal semiblind space-frequency (SF) 
multiuser detection [22], semiblind channel estimation 
[23], and semiblind multiuser receiver [11] presented 
a method based on subspace decomposition. These 
schemes are batch-processing and employed in scenarios 
where the pilot and unknown data do not overlap in time.  

Frequency domain equalizer (FDE) has been shown 
to be an attractive scheme for wireless systems with fre-
quency-selective fading channel. Compared with the time-
domain equalizer (TDE), FDE has less computational 
complexity and better convergence property [24]. The 
linear FD channel estimation for multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) downlink systems based on least square 
(LS) and MMSE criteria were proposed in [25-28]. The FD 
multiuser receivers [29], [30] were proposed for MIMO-
CDMA systems with CPICH in frequency selective-fading 
channel. The FD semiblind channel estimation using data 
energy besides pilot signal energy was proposed for 3GPP 
LTE uplink systems [31]. These schemes can be operated 
in the maximum multi-antenna diversity, maximum multi-
path diversity and multiuser communication scheme. In 
addition, the receivers are designed to act on each per-tone 
basis in FD and require the estimation from the inverse 
matrices. Therefore, the overall computational complexity 
increases relatively with number of used frequency tones in 
the systems and the length of filter weight vector.  

Least-mean-square (LMS) type adaptive receivers are 
attractive due to their very low computational complexity. 
The fast convergence FD training-based LMS adaptive 
multiuser receiver for STBC MC-CDMA systems was 
proposed in [32]. The updated weight vector relies on the 
relationship between two mean-square errors (MSE) from 
odd and even indexes. The FD LMS adaptive decision 
feedback equalizer [33] and the variable step-size based 
LMS channel estimation algorithm [34] were proposed for 
single carrier systems. However, these methodologies are 
designed to operate on systems with sufficient CP and have 
not been applied with CPICH systems. Moreover, these 
techniques suffer from the problem of signal to interfer-
ence plus noise ratio (SINR) drop resulting from the use of 
a shared equalizer in the detection of the desired user data.  

In this paper, we propose a novel methodology to im-
prove the performance of FD semiblind multiuser receivers 
with a fixed mixing parameter by using an adaptive opti-
mal mixing parameter. The mixing parameter plays a key 
role to control the mixing information ratio between blind-
based and training-based modes with various amounts of 
active loaded users existing in the systems.  

The contributions of this paper are as follows: First, 
a mathematical framework of a synchronous SFBC down 
link MIMO MC-CDMA with CPICH and without CP sig-
nal model is presented, and matrix for using the advantage 
of diversity  from SF technique  and array  antennas is for- 

 
Fig. 1.  The SFBC Downlink MIMO MC-CDMA with CPICH and without CP scheme. 
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mulated. Second, the suboptimal FD SF semiblind multi-
user receiver with mixing parameter is considered. The 
optimal mixing parameter is analytically addressed. Third, 
to reduce computational complexity, the stochastic gradient 
descent (SGD) FD SF semiblind multiuser receiver with 
adaptive parameters is proposed. 

Computer simulation results show that the proposed 
semiblind receiver outperforms existing adaptive step-size 
(AS) LMS semiblind with fixed mixing parameter and 
conventional AS-LMS training-based multiuser receivers 
in MSE, symbol error rate (SER) and SINR in both static 
and dynamic channel models.  

1.1 Notation 

In this paper, we use bold lower case for vectors and 
bold upper case for matrices. Also,   is convolution opera-
tion, ()T for transpose, ()H for Hermitian matrix, ()* for 
complex conjugate, ()† for inverse matrix and     denotes 

rounding up to the nearest integer. Throughout this paper, 
receiver, equalizer and algorithm convey the same meaning 
and are used interchangeably. 

2. SFBC Downlink MIMO MC-CDMA 
with CPICH System 
Let us consider a baseband model for SFBC downlink 

MIMO MC-CDMA with CPICH and without CP system 
which is illustrated in Fig. 1. For conciseness, we will 
focus on a base station (BS) with two transmit antennas 
and a mobile with two receive antennas, where the base 
station has K symbol-synchronous active users existing in 
the systems. The kth mobile user is assigned an orthogonal 
FD spreading code of length N, with user k = 0 reserved for 
the pilot signal. Following this, the signals from all users, 
including the pilot, are combined. Hence, a synchronous 
code division multiplexed signal ( )mt  is given by  

 ( ) ( )m mt Cx   (1) 

where 0 0( ) [ ( ) ( ), , ( ) ( )]T
K Km A m b m A m b mx  , Ak(m) and 

bk(m) are power and data symbol for kth user, m is symbol 
sequence, C = [c0,…,cK] and ck = [ck,0,…,ck,N - 1]

T are com-
plex spreading code matrix and vector, respectively. The 
complex transmit multiuser signal ( )mt  is stored for two 
symbols (data block) and loaded into the SFBC encoder for 
using the diversity from SF and MIMO techniques which is 
based on the STBC Alamouti’s scheme [8], [12] 
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where j is block sequence and PN is an N×N permutation 
matrix that performs a reversal of the entries. The complex 
transmit multiuser signals, even (2 )

TM jt and odd (2 1)
TM j t  

block signal sequences, are loaded into the OFDM modu-
lators using the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). 
It is assumed that the number of subcarriers is equal to the 
processing gain of the spreading code.  
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where MT = 1, 2 is the index of the transmit antenna. After 
modulation, the complex FD transmit multiuser encoding 
signal ( )

MT
jt  is transformed to the complex TD transmit 

multiuser encoding signal ( )
MT

jt . Finally, the complex TD 

encoding multiuser block signal both even (2 )
MT

jt  and odd 

(2 1)
MT

j t  sequences are loaded into parallel-to-series con-

verter, multiplied by a cell-specific long scrambling code 
sequence ( )s i and transmit at the MT

th transmit antenna 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
T TM Mu i t i s i      (6) 

where i is chip rate index. The signal from BS propagates 
through MIMO multipath frequency-selective fading chan-
nel. Here, the channel is modeled as a finite impulse re-
sponse (FIR) filter with complex channel impulse response 

, ( ), {0,..., }
T RM M hl l Lh , where Lh is order of channel. The 

received signal at the mobile station (MS) antenna is then 
the convolutional result of transmit signal and MIMO 
channel impulse response plus corrupted additive white 
Gaussian noise (AWGN), i.e.  

 
1 1 1,1 2 2,1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

RMr i u i h i u i h i w i


          ,  

 
2 1 1,2 2 2,2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

RMr i u i h i u i h i w i


          (7) 

where ( )
RMw i is complex AWGN with mean 0 and variance 

2
w , and MR = 1, 2 is the index of the receive antenna.  

At the receiver, the complex TD received multiuser 
chip signal sequence ( )

RMr i  is descrambled by the cell-

specific long scrambling code ( )s i , then stored for two 
symbols, transformed information to FD using OFDM 
demodulators and loaded into SFBC decoder. To obtain the 
advantage of diversity from SFBC technique and array 
antennas, the Lf×N complex FD received multiuser shifted 
block signal sequence matrix R(j) is compactly formulated 
as 

   ( ) ( ) ( )
H

Nj j j R HT W  F , 
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where NF  is a sliding FFT [35], W is an AWGN matrix 

and 
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and Lf denotes length of the equalizer which is selected.  

3. FD SF Multiuser Receivers 
In this section, a theoretical FD SF multiuser-trained 

MMSE receiver is presented. A suboptimal FD SF semi-
blind multiuser receiver with mixing parameter is consid-
ered, and the solution obtained optimal mixing parameter is 
derived. Finally, an SGD FD SF semiblind multiuser re-
ceiver with adaptive parameters is proposed to reduce the 
computational complexity. 

3.1 FD SF Multiuser-trained MMSE Receiver  

A theoretical FD SF multiuser-trained MMSE equal-
izer obtained by minimizing the MSE criterion is consid-
ered. The advantage of diversity from SFBC technique and 
array antennas passing the complex FD received multiuser 
shifted block signal sequence matrix R(j) are used to up-
date algorithms. For conciseness, FD SF multiuser-trained 
MMSE cost function in odd and even parts are formulated 
as 

  2

MMSE MMSE( ) E ( ) ( ) ( )H
vJ j j j f f R t   (14) 

where tv = [0,…,0, tv ,0,…0] is complex synchronous FD 
SF multiuser training signal for subcarrier v. 

For supporting (14), we assume that the receiver 
knows the complex synchronous FD SF multiuser training 
signal t(j). It is an independent and identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) random variable with zero mean and unit variance. 
Hence, the updated equation of FD SF multiuser-trained 
MMSE equalizer is given as (see Appendix A.) 

  
2 †2 2

MMSE
Ht

t w vN


  f HH I Hi   (15) 

where iv = [0,…,0, 
v

1,0,…,0] is unit vector with one in v 

position, 2
w  noise power and 2

t  denotes total received 

signal power with K active loaded users existing in the 
systems.  

  2
0

1

K

t k
k

A A


  . (16) 

To obtain the updated optimal tap-weight equalizer, 
the receiver requires to perfectly know the complex FD 
channel response, total received signal power and noise 
power.  

3.2 FD SF Semiblind Multiuser Receiver with 
Mixing Parameter  

In practical use, transmission complex synchronous 
FD SF multiuser training signal t(j) obtained fMMSE wastes 
bandwidth and power efficiencies, and increases the sys-
tem’s complexity. Blind multiuser receivers are impractical 
for multipath frequency-selective fading channel. More-
over, blind and training-based receivers suffer from de-
graded performance in fast time varying fading channel 
compared to semiblind receivers. Therefore, the algorithm 
uses the advantage of transmit pilot signal parallel with 
data signals channel [17] is considered in this subsection. 
The suboptimal FD SF semiblind multiuser receiver with 
optimal mixing parameter is considered to improve the 
performance of FD semiblind multiuser receiver with fixed 
mixing parameters, which reduces the computational com-
plexity of optimal linear FD semiblind receivers and opti-
mal FD SF multiuser-trained MMSE receiver. The algo-
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rithm exploits the methodology of adapted mixing infor-
mation ratio between training-based mode and blind-based 
mode. 

To formulate the suboptimal algorithm, MSE cost 
function consisting of the blind-based and the training-
based (non-blind) parts is given as 

      22

blind training-based
( , ) E ( ) 1 ( )d pJ e j e j    f   (17) 

where  

  ˆ( ) ( )H
d d de j b j f γ , 

  ( ) ( )H
p p pe j b j f γ   (18) 

where ( )d djγ R c , ( )p pjγ R c ,   is a mixing parame-

ter, ( )pb j  pilot data symbol block sequence, ˆ ( )db j  esti-

mated data symbol block sequence of the desired user 

  ˆ ( ) ( )H
d db j j f γ , dc  complex FD desired user spread-

ing code vector and pc  is complex FD pilot spreading code 

vector.  

For supporting the operation in very high data rate 
downlink MIMO MC-CDMA systems with multipath fre-
quency-selective fading channel in which amplitude, phase 
and tapped delay of channel are varied with time. More-
over, tapped delay of channel is large delay spread over 
symbol block. Therefore, information from all subcarriers 
(1,…,G) or group are used to update the tap-weight coeffi-
cients vector of the equalizer passing the formulated com-
plex FD received multiuser shifted block signal sequence 
matrix R(j). As a result, the suboptimal algorithm can be 
operated in either system with sufficient CP, insufficient 
CP or even without CP. 

Assuming that the suboptimal receiver perfectly 
knows the complex FD desired user code cd  and pilot code 
cp vectors. Hence, the updated equation of FD SF semi-
blind multiuser equalizer with mixing parameter is ob-
tained as (see Appendix B.) 

    
†

2 2H
p p d t w vA A A     f HH I Hi .  (19) 

3.3 Optimal Mixing Parameter  

Considering (17), performance of the suboptimal 
semiblind multiuser receiver relies upon the mixing pa-
rameter  . Hence, the methodology obtained the optimal 
mixing parameter which is based on the following assump-
tion:  

 If mixing parameter   is appropriately chosen, our 
FD SF semiblind multiuser with mixing parameter 
equalizer coincides with the theoretical FD SF multi-
user-trained MMSE equalizer.   

Since, the optimal mixing parameter is verified by setting 

(19) equal (15), i.e. f=fMMSE 
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The suboptimal FD SF semiblind multiuser receiver 
with mixing parameter coincides with the FD SF multiuser-
trained MMSE receiver, if and only if  

  
2
t

p p dA A A
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hence, the optimal mixing parameter opt  is finally 

obtained as 
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    (22) 

where Ad is the received desire user power and Ap is the 
received pilot power, respectively. 

From (22), we found that the optimal mixing pa-
rameter relies upon the power of each user and the number 
of active loaded users existing in the systems.  

3.4 SGD FD SF Semiblind Multiuser Receiver 
with Adaptive Optimal Mixing Parameters  

The SGD FD SF semiblind multiuser receiver based 
on the methodology of adaptive optimal parameters is 
proposed to improve performance of the FD semiblind 
multiuser receivers with fixed mixing parameter, and re-
duce the computational complexity of suboptimal FD semi-
blind multiuser receivers and suboptimal FD SF semiblind 
multiuser receiver with mixing parameter. Moreover, it 
increases the ability in tracking fast time varying multipath 
frequency-selective fading channel in SFBC downlink 
MIMO MC-CDMA with CPICH and without CP systems. 

Applying a standard SGD method into (17), the 
adaptation for SGD FD SF semiblind multiuser equalizer 
tap-weight coefficients vector f(j) at jth even and odd block 
sequence using LMS algorithm is obtained as 

 
 
( ) ( )

( 1) ( ) ( )
1 ( )

d d

p p

j e j
j j j

j e






 
       

γ
f f

γ
.   (23) 

The SGD FD SF equalizer is employed to counter the 
effective multipath frequency-selective fading channels, 
restore the orthogonality of the user’s spreading code sig-
nal and suppress MUI. However, performance of the SGD 
FD SF equalizer heavily depends on mixing parameter and 
a choice of step-size. Hence, the adaptive mixing parameter 
and the adaptive step-size [36] are incorporated in the 
semiblind updated function. 

Referring to (22), to obtain the optimal mixing infor-
mation ratio between the blind-based mode and the train-
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ing-based mode, the receiver requires knowledge of the 
received signal power of pilot and desired user, and active 
loaded users existing in the systems which increase the 
computational complexity of the receiver. Hence, the 
automatically adaptive optimal mixing parameter using 
LMS algorithm is proposed. The adaptive mixing parame-
ter at each recursion j, ( )j  is updated in order to minimize 

the ( , )J f   with respect to  , 
 ,

( )

J

j
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where   denotes as an adaptation parameter for the adap-

tive mixing parameter part and  



  is truncation to the 

lower and upper mixing parameter limits. The derivative 

( )j  representing 
( )j  
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where H
d d dχ γ γ  and H

p p pχ γ γ .  

However, the performance of the SGD FD SF semi-
blind multiuser receiver is heavily dependent on the choice 
of step-size. Hence, the AS-LMS algorithm is incorporated 
which in turn improves the performance of the receiver in a 
dynamic channel where the number of interference users in 
the system is time-varying. The receiver automatically 
adapts the step-size by minimizing the mean square error 
output. Subsequently, the AS- LMS scheme at each recur-
sion j, ( )j  is updated using the gradient obtained by 
minimizing the MSE cost ( , )J f  with respect to the step-

size  , 
 ,
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where   denotes as an adaptation parameter for the AS 

part and  



  is the truncation to the lower and upper step-

size limits. The derivative q(j+1) represents 
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Finally, estimated data symbol of the desired user at 
jth odd (2j + 1) and even (2j) block sequences can be di-
rectly detected as 

 d
ˆ (2 1) (2 1)H

db j j  f γ , 

 d
ˆ (2 ) (2 )H

db j j f γ  .  (28) 

The computational complexity of the SGD FD SF 
semiblind multiuser receiver with adaptive parameters is 
investigated in this subsection. The receiver involves three 
LMS algorithms in 1) for adapting the FD SF tap-weight 
coefficients vector, 2) adapting optimal mixing parameter, 
and 3) adapting optimal step-size. For updated odd and 
even tap-weight equalizers through (23)-(27), where each 
of these adaptive LMS algorithms have computational 
complexity in order of (N) [37-38]. Therefore, the pro-
posed SGD FD SF semiblind multiuser receiver possesses 
computational complex is (N) whereas suboptimal FD 
receivers incur minimum computational complex are 
(N2). Furthermore, the proposed SGD FD SF semiblind 
multiuser receiver with adaptive optimal mixing parameter 
has a less increasing rate of computational complexity than 
those of conventional FD SF AS-LMS training-based re-
ceives and FD SF AS-LMS semiblind multiuser with fixed 
mixing parameter receivers, whose computational com-
plexities are (N).  

4. System Parameters 
The system parameters were derived according to 

an outdoor propagation scenario. We used a link level 
MIMO channel model which had been specifically devel-
oped within the Multi Element Transmit Receive Antennas 
(METRA) model for Mobile Broadband Wireless Access 
(MBWA) system MIMO channel project [39]. This chan-
nel model was based on 3GPP/3GPP2 proposal [17] for 
mobile broadband wireless MIMO channel exploiting mul-
tipath angular characteristics. It consists of elaborating 
a spatial model from the hybrid approach between a geo-
metrical concept depending on cluster position and the 
tapped delay line model describing the average power 
delay profile with a fixed number of taps. The spatial pa-
rameters were defined at the BS and at MS. The angular 
distribution was modeled from parameters leading to 
an average of angle spread [40].  

The Case B ITU Pedestrian A MIMO channel pa-
rameters with 0.5 antenna spacing, uniform power azi-
muth spectrum (PAS) and angle of arrival (AOA) 22 de-
gree was considered. The classical Rayleigh model was 
used to generate the uncorrelated fading signal. We used 
3GPP2 MIMO channel power delay profile with a fixed 
number of taps [17] to model an outdoor environment 
which was characterized by a large delay spread, a higher 
mobility and a symmetrical antenna configuration.  

We considered the system which was based on 
a sampling frequency 57.6 MHz with a carrier frequency of 
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5 GHz and the subcarriers equaled spreading code. The 
complex orthogonal FD spreading codes were employed as 
the user-specific code which had the length N = 32. The BS 
transmits QPSK symbol and all users had the same powers. 
The transmit power at antenna one and antenna two were 
normalized to one. The additive noise was an AWGN.  

In simulation, MIMO radio channels were inserted 
between transmit and receive antennas of the SFBC down-
link MIMO MC-CDMA system model. Besides, the corre-
lation properties in the spatial domain of the broadband 
wireless MIMO channel were obtained from the Kronecker 
product of two independent correlation matrices which 
were defined by the correlation properties at the BS and 
MS and the associated Doppler spectrum of the channel 
part. 

5. Simulation Results 
The performance of adaptive FD SF multiuser receiv-

ers were investigated, the proposed SGD semiblind multi-
user receiver with adaptive optimal mixing parameter was 
compared with the conventional AS-LMS training-based, 
the AS-LMS semiblind with fixed mixing parameter 

fixed 0.1  , and the theoretical multiuser-trained MMSE 

receivers in SFBC downlink MIMO MC-CDMA with 
CPICH and without CP system under fast time varying 
multipath frequency-selective fading channels. The fixed 
mixing parameter fixed 0.1   based on an optimal value 

which was proposed in [29]. The MIMO channel model 
was set based on the 3GPP2 modified Pedestrian A with a 
Doppler speed of 120 km/h.   

The proposed semiblind and AS-LMS semiblind with 
fixed mixing parameter receivers assumed knowledge of 
the pilot and desired user code vectors. The AS-LMS 
training-based receiver assumed only knowledge of the 
pilot code vector. Theoretical multiuser-trained MMSE 
receiver assumed perfect knowledge of complex FD chan-
nel response, total received signal power and noise power, 
and updated using LS method with inverse matrix term.  

We assumed throughout this section that the first user 
(k = 1) is the desired user. An initial step-size as 0  for the 

AS-LMS algorithms were chosen 0 =110-1. The upper 

and lower step-size limits µ+ and µ- were 0.5 and 0, re-
spectively. Also, the adaptation factors   of 110-4 and   

of 110-4 were selected. The initial mixing parameter 0  

for the proposed algorithm was chosen as 0 = 0.15 and the 

upper and lower mixing parameter limits   and   were 1 
and 0, respectively. All receivers used the same order of 
equalizer Lf = 31 and updated at block size. The static and 
dynamic environments were investigated in this section. 

5.1 Static Environments  

A system consisting of the pilot (k = 0), desired user 

(k = 1) and various amounts (2, 14 and 30) of equal power 
interfering users was considered. Fig. 2(a) illustrates an 
averaged MSE attaining from the proposed semiblind, AS-
LMS semiblind with fixed mixing parameter, AS-LMS 
training-based and multiuser-trained MMSE algorithms at 
4, 16 and 32 active loaded users existing in the system. The 
MSE value of the proposed semiblind algorithm at the 
steady state is lower than the AS-LMS semiblind with 
fixed mixing parameter and training-based algorithms in 
the case of 4 and 16 active loaded users existing in the 
system.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Averaged MSE’s obtained from the proposed semi-
blind, theoretical multiuser-trained MMSE, AS-LMS 
semiblind with fixed mixing parameter and AS-LMS 
training-based algorithms, and (b) averaged mixing pa-
rameter trajectories obtained from the proposed semi-
blind and optimal mixing parameters predicted from 
(22) in the case of 4, 16 and 32 active loaded users ex-
isting in the system in modified Pedestrian A channel 
model with Doppler speed of 120 km/h. 

Fig. 2(b) illustrates averaged mixing parameter tra-
jectories from the proposed semiblind algorithm and the 
optimal mixing parameters opt  predicted from (22). At 4, 
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16 and 32 active loaded users existing in the system, the 
mixing parameter values from the proposed algorithm 
adapt closely to the optimal mixing parameter value.  

Fig. 3 illustrates an averaged SER attaining from all 
algorithms where SNR = 10 dB was set. At SER = 110-4 
in the case of half-loaded users (K = 15), the proposed 
semiblind algorithm achieves an improvement in reducing 
the transmit power approximately 1.1 dB and 2 dB over the 
AS-LMS semiblind with fixed mixing parameter and AS-
LMS training-based algorithms, respectively. Moreover, 
we observe that the difference in the performance between 
the proposed semiblind, AS-LMS semiblind with fixed 
mixing parameter and AS-LMS training-based algorithms 
decreases where the number of active loaded users existing 
in the system increases. This consistency with the predicted 
optimal mixing parameter value (22) and simulation result 
is shown in Fig. 2. Thus, it can be explained that the 
semiblind algorithms depend on less information from the 
blind-based mode where the number of active loaded users 
existing in the system increases. Considering the case of 
full-loaded users (K = 31), the mixing parameter adapts 
towards zero (Fig. 2(b)) and the predicted optimal mixing 
parameter value equals zero ( opt = 0). As a result, the semi-

blind algorithms converge to fully utilize information from 
training-based mode only. Clearly, the semiblind algo-
rithms have the same performance as the training-based 
algorithm.  

 
Fig. 3.  Averaged SER’s obtained from the proposed semi-

blind, matched filter (MF), AS-LMS training-based, 
AS-LMS semiblind with fixed mixing parameter and 
theoretical multiuser-trained MMSE receivers in the 
case of half-loaded users and full-loaded users in 
modified Pedestrian A channel models with Doppler 
speed of 120 km/h. 

Fig. 4 illustrates an averaged SER versus the number 
of active loaded users existing in the system. In the case of 
weak-loaded and half-loaded users, the proposed semiblind 
algorithm outperforms the AS-LMS training-based, AS-
LMS semiblind with fixed mixing parameter algorithms. 
However, the improvement declines where the number of 
active loaded users existing in the system increases.  

 

Fig. 4.  Averaged SER’s versus the number of active loaded 
users obtained from the proposed semiblind, AS-LMS 
training-based, AS-LMS semiblind with fixed mixing 
parameter and theoretical multiuser-trained MMSE 
receivers. 

In this subsection, it is clear that the performance of 
semiblind algorithm has an improvement when the mixing 
ratio of information between blind-based mode and train-
ing-based mode is adapted to an optimal value. 

5.2 Dynamic Environments 

This simulation compares the tracking capability of 
each receiver in detection of the desired user in a dynamic 
environment where the number of active loaded users 
existing in the system changes abruptly. Simulation pa-
rameters were identical to the static environment case. At 
initial block time j = 0, pilot (k = 0), desired user (k = 1) 
and 14 interference users (k = 2,…,15) were activated in 
the system. At j = 600, 12 interfering users (k = 4,…,15) 
exited from the system. At j = 1200, 28 interfering users 
(k = 4,…,31) entered the system. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the 
averaged SINR. The proposed semiblind algorithm re-
sponds to the abrupt change in the number of active loaded 
users. It offers SINR improvement of approximately 1 dB 
and 0.7 dB in the weak-loaded users, 0.5 dB and 0.3 dB in 
the half-loaded users, in detection of the desired user over 
AS-LMS training-based and AS-LMS semiblind with fixed 
mixing parameter algorithms, respectively. It is clear that 
the proposed semiblind multiuser with adaptive mixing 
parameter algorithm can suppress more interference users 
than existing algorithms. Fig. 5(b) shows the averaged 
step-size and the adaptive mixing parameter trajectories of 
the proposed semiblind algorithm. For a sudden change, 
the trajectories of the step-size and the mixing parameter 
adapt closely to the optimal values result of the receiver 
incorporating the adaptive mixing parameter and the AS-
LMS. Furthermore, the semiblind algorithms mitigate the 
problem of SINR drop resulting from the use of a shared 
equalizer to detect the desired user as found in over exist-
ing conventional LMS training-based algorithm.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5. (a) Averaged SINR’s obtained from the proposed 
semiblind, AS-LMS training-based and AS-LMS 
semiblind with fixed mixing parameter receivers, and 
(b) averaged mixing parameter and averaged step-size 
trajectories obtained from the proposed semiblind re-
ceiver in sudden arrival of users and non-stationary 
multipath channel with Doppler speed of 120 km/h. 

In summary, incorporating the adaptive optimal mix-
ing parameter into a semiblind algorithm can improve 
performance of the semiblind with fixed mixing parameter 
receiver in both dynamic and static environments.  

6. Conclusions  
The analytical results in this paper show that the op-

timal mixing information ratio between blind-based mode 
and training-based mode of semiblind multiuser receivers 
relies on power and number of active loaded users existing 
in the systems. The SGD FD SF semiblind multiuser re-
ceiver with adaptive optimal mixing parameter has been 
proposed to improve performance of the semiblind multi-
user receivers with fixed mixing parameter and to reduce 

computational complexity of the suboptimal semiblind 
multiuser receivers for SFBC downlink MIMO MC-
CDMA with CPICH systems in multipath frequency-selec-
tive fading channel. The simulation results reveal that per-
formance of the proposed receiver outperforms the existing 
FD SF semiblind with fixed mixing parameter and the 
conventional FD SF training-based multiuser receivers in 
MSE and SER. Moreover, the proposed receiver has 
an improvement in the SINR over existing FD SF 
multiuser receivers in a dynamic environment where the 
number of active loaded users existing in the system is 
changes abruptly.  
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Appendix A:  
Derivation of the FD SF Multiuser-
trained MMSE Equalizer 

Substituting (8) into optimal multiuser-trained MMSE 
cost function (14) and taking the expectation, we obtain   

 
                             (A.1) 

Taking the gradient of (A.1) with respect to fMMSE and 
setting the result to zero gives us 

  
2

2 2
MMSE MMSE 0H t

t w vJ
N


     f HH I f Hi  (A.2) 

where   H HF . Solving for fMMSE, we obtain 

  
2 †2 2

MMSE
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t w vN


  f HH I Hi .   (A.3) 

Appendix B:  
Derivation of the FD SF Semiblind 
Multiuser Equalizer 

Substituting (8) into suboptimal FD SF semiblind 
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multiuser receiver with mixing parameter (17) and taking 
the expectation yields 
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(B.1) 

Taking the gradient of (B.1) with respect to f and 
setting to zero yields 

    2 2 0H
t w p p d vJ A A A        f HH I f Hi .(B.2) 

Hence, we obtain: 

    †2 2H
p p d t w vA A A     f HH I Hi . (B.3) 
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